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Abstract
Recent intracellular recordings from reticular thalamic (RE) neurons at resting and
hyperpolarized membrane potentials in vivo suggest that the reversed inhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSPs) between RE cells can directly trigger a low-threshold spike.
The oscillatory mechanisms underlying IPSP-triggered low-threshold spikes crowned
by spike-bursts within the RE nucleus and their effect on the network behavior were
investigated in models of an isolated RE network and network of RE and thalamocortical (TC) cells. In a one-dimensional RE network the external stimulation resulted in
waves of excitation propagating with constant velocity 25-150 cells/sec controlled by the
GABAA conductance, radius of synaptic interconnections in the network and the level
of membrane potential in RE cells. In a one-dimensional network of RE and TC cells
sequences of spindle oscillations were followed by localized waves propagating inside
the RE network, triggering oscillations involving both RE and TC cells. This model
predicts that the isolated reticular nucleus may initiate sequences of spindle oscillations
in thalamocortical networks in vivo.

1

Introduction

Sleep spindle oscillations consist of waxing-and-waning field potentials of 7-14 Hz which
last 1-3 sec and recur every 5-15 sec. These oscillations are generated in the thalamus
as a result of interaction between thalamocortical (TC) and thalamic reticular (RE) cells
(Steriade et al., 1985; Steriade and Llinh, 1988; Steriade et al., 1990; Krosigk et al., 1993).
The waxing phase of spindle oscillations is associated with recruitment of the neurons from
thalamic and reticular nuclei (Steriade et al., 1993), while the waning phase occurs as a
result of Ca2+ upregulation of Ih current in T C cells (Bal and McCormick, 1996). The
mechanisms underlying generation of sleep spindles have been investigated in the computer
models of RE-TC network (Destexhe et al., 1996; Golomb et al., 1996). An increase of
Ih conductance during a spindle sequence leads to the depolarization of T C cells and the
termination of spindle oscillations. The oscillations were reinitiated by spontaneous activity
in some of T C cells, which were able to oscillate spontaneously a t the resting membrane
potential (Destexhe et al., 1996).
Extracellular unit and field potential recordings from the isolated R E nucleus (Steriade
et al., 1987) as well as computational modeling of RE cells (Destexhe et a1.,1994a; Golomb
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et al., 1994) have shown that the dederented reticular thalamus can itself generate spindle oscillations. These results suggest a possible role of reticular nucleus in initializing of
sequences of spindle oscillations in intact RE-TC network.
The synaptic stimulation of RE cells hyperpolarized below -75 mV produces a burst of
action potentials (Contreras et al., 1993). The C1- reversal potential in RE cells is about
-71 mV which is depolarized compare to the reversal potential in TC cells (Ulrich and
Huguenard, 1997). Thus, at a rest membrane potential of -78 mV (Ulrich and Huguenard,
1996) a GABAAinhibitory postsynaptic potentials (IPSP) in an RE cell will be reversed and
may trigger a burst of Na+ spikes. We investigated a model of the RE network and found
that when the RE cells were hyperpolarized below the C1- reversal potential, propagating
patterns of spike-burst activity were observed, which were able to trigger sequences of
spindle oscillations in a model R E T C network.

2
2.1

Methods
Intrinsic currents

We examined single-compartment models of TC and RE cells which included voltage- and
calcium-dependent currents described by Hodgkin-Huxley kinetics:

where C, = lP/cm2 is the membrane capacitance, g~ is the leakage conductance (gL =
0.01mS/cm2 for TC cell and g~ = 0 . 0 5 m ~ / c mfor
~ R,E cell), EL is the reversal potential
is a sum of active intrinsic
(EL = -70mV for TC cell and EL = -77mV for RE cell),
currents ( I F ) and P u n is a sum of synaptic currents ( I F ) . The area of RE cell was
SRE = 1.43 1 0 - ~ c mand
~ the area of TC cell was STC = 2.9 - 1 0 - ~ c m ~ .
a fast potassium
For both RE and TC cells we considered a fast sodium current INa,
current IK(Traub and Miles, 1991), a low-threshold Ca2+ dependent current IT(Huguenard and Prince, 1992; Huguenard and McCormick, 1992), and a potassium leak current
IKL
= gKL(V- EKL).A hyperpolarization-activated cation current Ih (McCormick and
Pape, 1990; Destexhe et al., 1996) was also included in TC cells. The expressions for
voltage- and Ca2+-dependent transition rates for all currents are given in (Bazhenov et al.,
1998).

2.2

Synaptic currents

All synaptic currents were were calculated according to

where gsyn is the maximal conductivity, [O](t) is the fraction of open channels, Esynis the
= 0 mV for AMPA receptors,
= -70 mV for GABAA
reversal potential (EiYGpA
= -80 mV for GABAA receptors in TC cells (Ulrich and
receptors in RE cells and
= -95mV for GABAB receptors).
Huguenard, 1997),
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Figure 1: The pattern of synaptic interconnections in the network models. (A) Isolated RE network.
(B) RErTC network.
GABAA and AMPA synaptic currents were modeled by first-order activation schemes
(see review in Destexhe et al., 1994b). GABAB receptors were modeled by a higher-order
reaction scheme that took into account activation of KS channels by G-proteins (Dutar and
Nicoll, 1988; Destexhe et al., 1994b; Destexhe et al., 1996). The equations for all synaptic
currents are given in (Bazhenov et al., 1998).

2.3

Network geometry

We simulated two network models: 1) A one-dimensional chain of 100 RE cells (Fig. 1A);
and 2) A one-dimensional chain of 100 RE and 100 TC cells (Fig. 1B). In the first model each
RE cell was connected with 4-18 nearest neighbors with GABAA synapses. In the second
model we additionally considered RE+TC (GABAA GABAB) and TC+RE (AMPA)
connections. The diameters of the connection fan out were 9 cells for all types of synapses.
Some of the intrinsic parameters of the neurons in the network (gKL,gh for TC cells and
~ K for
L RE cells) were initialized with some random variability (variance a
10%) to
insure the robustness of the results (Bazhenov et al., 1998).

+

2.4

Computational methods

All simulations described in the paper were performed using fourth-order Runge-Kutta
(RK(4)) method and in some cases embedded Runge-Kutta (RK6(5)) method (Enright et
al., 1995) with time step 0.04 ms. Source C++ code was compiled on a Alpha Server 2100A
(51300) using DEC C++ compiler. A simulation with 100 RE cells took 6 minutes and a
network with 2x100 R E T C cells took 28 minutes of computer time to simulate 1 sec of
real time.
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Figure 2: Localized pattern propagating through isolated RE network. (A) RE cell #1 was stimulated at t = 0, which triggered a localized pattern that traveled with constant velocity through RE
network. (B) Four neighbor RE cells (#4 to #7) from the network are shown. Burst of spikes in one
RE cell leads to a depolarizing GABAA IPSP followed by a low-threshold spike and a burst of Na2+
spikes in the neighboring RE cells. Temporal inactivation of the low-threshold Ca2+ current in RE
cell after burst discharge prevents the osciIlations from persisting. Triangles mark the moment of
stimulation.

3
3.1

Results
Isolated RE network

Dynamical properties of the isolated R E network hyperpolarized below the C1- reversed
potential were investigated in the network model with 100 R E cells. An external AMPA
stimulus applied to the RE cell located a t the boundary of the network triggered a localized
pattern of spike-burst activity propagating with constant velocity through R E network (Fig.
2A). The mechanism of propagation depended on the level of membrane potential in RE
cells. At the rest membrane potential of about -75 mV the low-threshold Ca2+ current in the
RE cells was deinactivated. Burst of spikes in presynaptic RE cells led to reversed GABAA
IPSPs followed by a low-threshold Ca2+ spike and a burst of Na+ spikes in neighboring
RE cells (Fig. 2B). The temporal inactivation of the low-threshold Ca2+ current in an RE
cell after a burst discharge prevented oscillations from persisting in the cell. All RE cells
were grouped into the clusters of 2-4 cells which fired simultaneously. These clusters were
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Figure 3: Role of localized patterns for initialization of spindle sequences. (A) The sequence of
spindle oscillations was initialized at t = 0 by the local stimulation of TC cell #1 (left upper corner
of the panel). After 2-4 sec the spindle sequence was terminated because of the Ca2+upregulation
of Ih current. Localized pattern traveling through RE nuclei triggers a new spindle sequence at
about t = 15sec. (B) Time evolution of membrane potential for TC cell #66.
separated by RE cells that showed reversed IPSPs with small Ca2+ spikes but without Na+
spikes (see cell #4 in Fig. 2).
The waves of excitation propagated through the network with a constant velocity of
25-150 cells/sec. The speed of propagation increased with larger GABAA conductances
and a larger radius of synaptic interconnections. Propagating patterns were not seen for
gGABAA < 0.04 pS and for ~ G A B A>~ gmaz, where gmaz increased with increasing radius
of synaptic interconnections. Wave activity was also absent for the networks with fan out
diameter of the connections less than 6 cells.

3.2

Network of RE-TC cells

In the one-dimensional chain of RE-TC cells the external AMPA stimulation led to the
sequence of spindle (about 10 Hz) oscillations involving both RE and TC cells. Once started,
spindle oscillations lasted about 2-3 sec and were terminated as a result of depolarization
of TC cells evoked by the Ca2+ upregulation of Ih current (Fig. 3).
We found that the hyperpolarization of RE cells below the C1- reversed potential did
not change the structure of spindle oscillations; however, each spindle sequence was followed
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by up to several localized patterns propagating through RE network. Between spindle sequences the spike-bursts in the RE cells evoked IPSPs in TC cells which, however, were not
able to trigger Ca2+ low-threshold spike and Na+ spikes. This was explained by deinactivation of the low-threshold Ca2+ current in TC cells which were depolarized after a spindle
sequence.
In the model with finite boundary conditions, the localized waves in the RE network
were terminated at the boundaries. To test longer time scales a network of RE-TC cells
was stimulated with periodic boundary conditions. In the latter RE network the localized
patterns continued indefinitely. This did not occur in the full RE-TC model because of
the slow repolarization of TC cells. This was produced by the removal of Ca2+ from TC
cells and led to deinactivation of the low-threshold Ca2+ current. When the TC membrane
IPSPs were able to trigger a low-threshold
potential was below -64 mV, the =evoked
spike followed by Na+ spikes that led to the new sequence of spindle oscillations (see Fig.
3).

4

Discussion

Recent intracellular recordings from RE neurons at resting and hyperpolarized membrane
potentials in vivo suggest that reversed IPSPs between RE cells can directly trigger a lowthreshold spike. The model of the thalamic network examined in this paper shows that this
phenomena may has an important effect on the collective dynamics of large populations
of RE and TC cells. A single stimulus applied to an isolated one-dimensional RE network
hyperpolarized below the C1- reversed potential triggered an isolated wave of spike-burst
activity that traveled through the RE network and either terminated at the boundaries or
circulated indefinitely for periodic boundary conditions (see Fig. 2). Similar localized patterns were described in the networks of cortical excitatory cells (Golomb and Amitai, 1997)
and inhibitory cells (Rinzel et al., 1998); however in the latter study the wave propagation
was caused by asymmetric inhibition between neurons.
In the full RE-TC network, the sequences of spindle oscillations were followed by a few
localized patterns propagating inside the population of RE cells. Slow repolarization of TC
cells, which were depolarized after spindle sequence, deinactivated the low-threshold Ca2+
current so the local REevoked IPSPs could trigger a new spindle sequence (see Fig. 3).
The time interval between the sequences of spindle oscillations depended on the membrane
potentials of the TC cells and the strengths of synaptic interconnections between the RE
and TC cells.
In a previous model of spindle oscillations, new spindle sequences were triggered without
persistent activity inside the RE network by including spontaneously oscillating (initiator)
TC cells (Destexhe et al., 1996). In the network model studied here, the cells are almost
identical and the small variability in the intrinsic properties was not strong enough to make
any of these cells a pacemaker. As a result a sequence of spindle oscillations may be triggered
either by the external stimulation or by localized waves traveling inside the RE network.
In the one-dimensional RE-TC model considered here, periodic boundary conditions were
used to keep waves traveling long enough to initiate a new spindle sequence. However we
found that in a large-scale two-dimensional model of the reticular nucleus, the network
may display self-sustained oscillations controlled by the maximum conductance of the low-
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threshold Ca2+ current (in preparation). Our model predicts that the isolated reticular
nucleus could initiate sequences of spindle oscillations in thalamocortical networks in vivo.
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